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The provision of correct depth of anaesthesia (DoA) is mandatory not only to veterinary patients (e.g., dogs, cats,
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of the results obtained. Inhalant anaesthesia is often avoided in veterinary practice due to the
imposed technical constrains, while injectable drugs (e.g., propofol, an anaesthetic widely used also for humans)
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Anaesthesia individualization can be performed based on objective point-of-care (POC) measures of DoA like
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signals.Therefore, there is a need to develop novel EEG based DoA index for pigs.
We have developed Matlab tools enabling EEG signal analysis collected from pigs undergoing general anaesthesia
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with propofol. In particular, we have: 1) developed signal processing algorithms to extract features suitable for
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analysis of extracted features; 3) constructed first generation DoA index for pigs.
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It is essential to analyze a large amount of EEG to develop an algorithm able to estimate the
DoA. To make this task easier, the Matlab application « SignalsExtractor.mlapp » has been
developed. The extraction parameters can be set, and they are mentioned in the file containing
the results. The line fitting and the power signals have not been implemented because a single

